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Abstract:
The goal of this thesis is the solution of large symmetric positive definite linear systems which arise
when Tikhonov regularization is applied to solve an ill-posed problem. The coefficient matrix for these
systems is the sum of two terms. The first term comes from the discretization of a compact operator
and is a dense matrix, i.e., not sparse. The second term, which is called the regularization matrix, is a
sparse matrix that is either the identity or the discretization of a diffusion operator. In addition, the
regularization matrix is scaled by a small positive parameter, which is called the regularization
parameter. In practice, these systems are moderately ill-conditioned.

To solve such systems, we apply the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm with two-level
preconditioners. These preconditioners were previously developed by Hanke and Vogel for positive
definite regularization matrices. The contribution of this thesis is extension to the case where the
regularization matrix is positive semidefinite. Also there is a compilation of the two-level
preconditioning algorithms, and an examination of computational cost issues. To evaluate performance
the preconditioners are applied to a problem from image processing known as image deblurring.
Finally, there is a detailed numerical comparison of the performance between these two-level
preconditioners and circulant preconditioning, which is a standard preconditioner from the problem of
image deblurring. 
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IX

A B S T R A C T

The goal of this thesis is the solution of large symmetric positive definite 
linear systems which arise when Tikhonov regularization is applied to solve an ill- 
posed problem. The coefficient matrix for these systems is the sum of two terms. 
The first term comes from the discretization of a compact operator and is a dense 
matrix, Le., not sparse. The second term, which is called the regularization matrix, is 
a sparse matrix that is either the identity or the discretization of a diffusion operator. 
In addition, the regularization matrix is scaled by a small positive parameter, which 
is called the regularization parameter. In practice, these systems are moderately 
ill-conditioned.

To solve such systems, we apply the preconditioned conjugate gradient al
gorithm with two-level preconditioners. These preconditioners were previously de
veloped by Hanke and Vogel for positive definite regularization matrices. The con
tribution of this thesis is extension to the case where the regularization matrix is 
positive semidefinite. Also there is a compilation of the two-level preconditioning 
algorithms, and an examination of computational cost issues. To evaluate perfor
mance the preconditioners are applied to a problem from image processing known 
as image deblurring. Finally, there is a detailed numerical comparison of the perfor
mance between these two-level preconditioners and circulant preconditioning, which 
is a standard preconditioner from the problem of image deblurring.
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C H A P T E R  I

Introduction

The goal of this thesis is the solution of large symmetric positive definite linear 

systems

Au =  b (1.1a)

where b =  K*z  and

A =  K * K  +  aL. ■ (L ib)

System (1.1) arises from the minimization of the functional .

T(u) =  HAu — z ||2 +  cm*Lu . (1.2)

Here K  is an ill-conditioned matrix which results from the discretization of a compact 

operator. Typically A  is a full matrix, Le., not sparse. L is called the regularization 

matrix and is symmetric and sparse. Moreover, L may be positive definite or positive 

semidefinite. In this thesis, L will be either the identity or the discretization of a 

diffusion operator. The 'a is known as the regularization parameter. This parameter 

is positive and will typically be small. The functional in (1.2) is engendered from 

Tikhonov regularization applied to .a compact operator equation

Ku =  z. ,

Such equations can arise in many fields of study. A few examples are: bioelectric 

source imaging [20], tomography, signal processing, and image.processing [2] among
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others [22]. In order to provide a focus, we will concentrate our discussion on one 

particular problem from image processing, which is known as image deblurring [39].

In image deblurring /C is a two dimensional convolution operator given by

JCu(x,y) =  k(x -  x'\ y -  y')u{x'\y')dx'dy'. (1.3)

In this problem the kernel function k in (1.3) is referred to as the point spread function 

(PSF) and it mathematically describes the blurring of the light. The model for the 

observed image data is

z ( # ,  y )  — K-Utruei^i  v )  T  yi^-i y ) , (1.4)

where Utrue  is the true image and 77 is an additive noise term. See Figure I in Chapter 

6 for an illustration. The goal is to estimate the true image given the kernel function 

k and the noisy blurred data z. One complication with this type of problem is ill- 

posedness, i.e., the instability of the estimated u with respect to perturbations in the 

data z. To address the ill-posedness Tikhonov regularization will be used. The idea 

is to solve a penalized least squares problem,

m n̂ —

where J  is the penalty term. The choice of penalty term reduces the presence of 

artifacts that arise, from the ill-posedness. For example, the penalty term given by

J(u)=//((E) +(|) , (L6)
penalizes artifacts that are not smooth. For more information on regularization meth

ods we refer to [16] and [31].

Discretization of (1.5) yields (1.2). -With certain discretizations of the two 

dimensional convolution operator /C in (1.3), one obtains a matrix K  which is block
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Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks. The term u*Lu in (1.2) arises from the discretization 

of penalty terms like the one in (1.6). For details see Chapter 2. An important 

aspect to consider is that the matrix A in (1.1a) can be quite large. For example, the 

256 x 256 pixel array in the image deblurring problem to be presented in Chapter 6 

has a corresponding matrix that is 2562 x 2562. This means the matrix A will have 

over 4 billion entries. Moreover, this matrix tends to be poorly conditioned for very 

small values of a. The obstacles due to the large system size and large condition 

number of the matrix A have made solving (1.1) a very active area of research.

It is not computationally feasible to solve the large system in (1.1) using direct 

methods. Thus iterative methods are utilized. Recall that A is symmetric positive def

inite (SPD). Thus, the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm [42] is an iterative method 

that will produce the solution to (1.1). However, due to the large condition number 

of A, the convergence of the CG algorithm is slow. Preconditioners can be used to 

accelerate the convergence of CG, yielding a method known as preconditioned con

jugate gradient (PCG) [42]. Multigrid [6] and multilevel [36] methods are two other 

iterative techniques that have been applied to solve (1.1).

.This thesis deals with two-level preconditioners that were developed by Hanke 

and Vogel in [26] and [45]. These preconditioners are related to the multilevel meth

ods presented by Rieder. In [36] Rieder solves the system (1.1) for the case when L is 

the identity. Rieder introduces additive Schwarz and multiplicative Schwarz methods, 

which are closely related to the classical Jacobi and Gauss Seidel iterations respec

tively. He also analyzes the convergence of these methods when the regularization 

parameter a  is relatively large. Hanke and Vogel adopt the two-level versions of these 

multilevel methods and utilize them as preconditioners for conjugate gradient. In [26] 

Hanke and Vogel provide a detailed convergence analysis under the more relevant con
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sideration of the asymptotic behavior when a  —> 0, and they consider more general 

SPD regularization matrices L. Implementation issues for these two-level precondi

tioners are dealt with in [45]. The main contribution of this thesis is the extension of 

the work of Hanke and Vogel to regularization matrices that are semidefinite. This 

thesis also contains a compilation of the two-level preconditioning algorithms, as well 

as the addition of an examination of computational cost issues. Also there is. a de

tailed comparison of the performance between these two-level preconditioners and 

a standard preconditioner for a test problem in two dimensional image deblurring. 

Some of this work has appeared in [37], or has been submitted for publication [38].

A standard preconditioning technique for systems with Toeplitz structure is 

circulant preconditioning. These preconditioners all offer a relatively low compu

tational cost for preconditioning since they can be implemented with fast Fourier 

transforms. The fast convergence rate of circulant preconditioning relies on the fact 

that circulant systems can be chosen “close” to Toeplitz systems. The idea was first 

introduced by Strang in [43]. The method of Strang’s was later extended to block 

Toeplitz systems in the work of T. Chan and Olkin [13] , and also in the work of R. 

Chan and X. Q. Jin [7]. The application of this preconditioning technique to Toeplitz 

least squares problems was carried out by R. Chan, Nagy, and Plemmons in [8]. T. 

Chan modified Strang’s original algorithm so that given any matrix one could con

struct a circulant matrix that was closest in the Frobenius norm [11]. A good survey 

of preconditioning techniques for Toeplitz systems can be found in [9].

An outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 will briefly present the 

background mathematical material we will use for the subsequent chapters. Well- 

posedness will be defined and conditions that provide for the problem in (1.4) to be 

ill-posed will be established. Tikhonov regularization will be the tool that we will
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use to compensate for the ill-posedness and solve this problem. Implementation of 

Tikhonov regularization and development of the regularization matrix L will be cov

ered. An outline of the discretization of the convolution integral operator in (1.3) 

will also be produced. The chapter will conclude with a presentation of the conjugate 

gradient algorithm as well as the topic of preconditioning CG.

Chapter 3 will examine convolutions and provide a connection to the Fourier 

transform. The important role of the the fast Fourier transform will be established. 

An algorithm for circulant preconditioning of block Toeplitz systems will be the final 

topic of this chapter.

Chapters 4 and 5 will present the two-level preconditioners that are the main 

topic of this thesis. The implementation of the two-level preconditioners depends 

upon the matrix L. Chapter 4 presents the two-level preconditioning algorithms when 

a positive definite L is being used. Whereas, Chapter 5 discusses the alterations to 

the algorithms when using a positive semidefinite L.

Chapter 6 presents a numerical comparison of the various preconditioning al

gorithms for a test problem in image deblurring. Details of implementation will be 

covered and issues of computational cost will be discussed. Numerical results from ap

plying the different PCG algorithms to a well referenced set of data will demonstrate 

the use of these algorithms in practice. The chapter will conclude with a summary 

of the results.
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C H A P jT E R  2

M athem atical Preliminaries

The purpose of this chapter is to provide background and motivation for the 

system in (1.1). The first section will introduce notation that will be used in subse

quent chapters. In addition the concepts of ill-posedness and regularization will be 

presented. The second section will examine the special structure that arises when 

discretizing convolution operators and regularization operators that will be used In 

Chapter 6. The final section will present the conjugate gradient and the precondi

tioned conjugate gradient algorithms.

In this section %  and %  will denote separable Hilbert spaces with inner products 

, for i =  I and 2 respectively. For these spaces the induced norm is defined by

where u € % . For this section, Vt will denote a simply connected, nonempty, mea

surable set in En that has a piecewise Lipschitz continuous boundary. For smooth. 

u : En —> E1, define the gradient of u by

Ill-posedness and Regularization
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For a vector valued function v — {vi,v2, v n) where each Ui : Rn —>■ R is smooth, we 

define the divergence of u by

v - < 7 = £
dvi

2=1
If u G Rn then the Euclidean norm of u.is defined by

n| =  V  u*'u.

The following are three examples of Hilbert spaces that we will use in subsequent 

work.

D efin ition  2.1 The Hilbert space L2(f2) is made up of all measurable real-valued, 

functions u such that Jf2 u(x)2dx <  oo. The L2 inner product is denoted by

(u ,v )L2 =  /  u{x)v{x)dx, u, v £ L2(Ct). (2.1)
Jn

The second Hilbert space makes use of the gradient operator.

D efin ition  2 .2 The H 1 inner product of a pair of smooth functions is given by

(u,'v)Hi =  /  u(x)v(x)dx +•
J
f  , \ / ^  f du du=  / u(x)v(x)dx +  > / — — dx.

The Hilbert space H 1(Cl) is the completion of Cfoo(O), the space of infinitely continu

ously differentiable functions defined over Cl, under the norm induced by the H 1 inner 

product.

/ Vu  • Vu dx

D efin ition  2 .3 The Hilbert space -Hq(O) is the completion of Cq0(O),, the space of 

infinitely continuously differentiable functions defined over O with compact support, 

in the space HT1(O) under the norm induced by the H 1 inner product.
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In order to examine ill-posed problems we will first need to define well-posedness, 

which was a concept developed by Hadamard in [23].. Let JC represent a mapping 

from Tii to

D efin ition  2 .4  The problem

JCu =  z, u E Hi, z  E H 2 , (2.2)

is well-posed if and only if the following three properties hold:

i) A solution exists, Le. for any z E %  there is a u E "Hi such that Ku — z.

ii) This solution is unique.

iii) The solution depends continuously on the data, that is, given u* E Hi and

• z* E H 2  for which Ku* — z*, then for every e >  0 there exists 5(e) > 0 such

• that when \\Ku — z*||2 <  5(e) then \\u — u*||i <  e.

A problem that is not well-posed is referred to as an ill-posed problem.

For the case when K  is linear, well-posedness is equivalent to the requirement that 

the inverse operator, K~x : H 2 Hi,  exists and is bounded. For a linear K, we 

will denote the range space by R(/C), the null space by N(/C), and the domain for the 

operator will be represented by D(K). In addition to these spaces, we will also use 

their orthogonal complement.

D efin ition  2 .5 Ii E C Hi then u E Hi is an element of the orthogonal complement- 

of E  if and only if (u, v). =  0 for all v E E. The orthogonal complement will be 

denoted by E 1 .
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When dealing with a linear operator it will become necessary to employ the adjoint 

operator.

D efin ition  2 .6 Let /C be a linear operator with a dense domain in Hi mapping 

into The adjoint operator JC* : H2 ^  Hi  is a linear operator where for every 

y G D(JC*) there exists a unique y* G Hi  such that

for every u G D(/C). The adjoint is defined by the mapping JC*y =  y* for all y G D(/C*).

When K. is not 1-1 the pseudo-inverse can be used to resolve the non-uniqueness [16].

D efin ition  2 .7  Let )C : Hi ^  H2 be a, continuous linear operator. Define JC by 

JC =  /CINpq-L, thus JC is 1-1 and maps onto the range of K. The pseudo-inverse, JĈ , 

is the linear extension of K r1 to the domain

D(ZCt) =  R(ZC) +  R(ZC)^5

with minimal operator norm.

It is worth mention that for any Z0 G D(ZCt) the pseudo-inverse gives the best least 

squares approximation to Zq [16], i.e. Uq =  ZCtZo satisfies

IIZCu-zo||2 =  inf ||ZCu -  ZqII2Vy€D(>C) y

The problem in (2.2) is an ill-posed problem when ZCt is unbounded. One type of 

operator that, can have an unbounded pseudo-inverse is a compact operator.

D efin ition  2 .8  An operator ZC is compact if and only if the image of any bounded set 

is a relatively compact set. Note that a relatively compact set is a set whose closure 

is compact.

llaoH1 = JsL Mb
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E xam p le  2.1 An example of a compact operator is the Fredholm integral of the 

first kind on L2(Q). Suppose the function k(x,y)  is measurable on O x f2 and has the 

property

k(x, y)2dx dy <  oo.
n Jn

Then the Fredholm integral operator of the first kind,

(2.3)

(2,4)

is a compact operator with /C : L2(f2) —> L2(Q). The function k in (2.4) is known as 

the kernel function for /C. Notice that (2.4) combined with (2.3) defines a Hilbert- 

Schmidt operator. The proof of compactness of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator can be 

found in [49, p. 277].

JCu(x) =  /  k(x,y)u(y)dy., x G Q, 
Jn

The following theorem establishes the conditions for which a compact operator has 

an unbounded pseudo-inverse. The proof.can be found in [16, p. 38].

T h eorem  2.9 For a compact operator whose range is infinite dimensional the pseudo

inverse operator is densely defined and unbounded.

With an unbounded pseudo-inverse the problem in (2.2) is ill-posed since it violates 

properties i) and iii) of Definition 2.4. A special tool that allows for further analysis 

of a compact linear operator is the singular value expansion [16].

T h eorem  2 .10  Let /C : %  —> %  be a linear operator. If IC then there exists positive 

values CTn, with associated functions ^n E % , and (f)n E %  such that JCTpn =  an(pn and 

JC*(pn =  bnipn. If JC has infinite dimensional range then n — 1 ,2 ,..., otherwise there
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will be finitely many terms. The functions {VVi} are an orthonormal basis of N(ZC)-1, 

and the functions {0n} are an orthonormal basis of the closure of R(ZC). Furthermore,

K-U =  ^  (2-5)
n

and

1C*z =  ^  an(z, (j)n),2ipn, (2.6).
n

for all u G %i, and z 6 Ti2- The expression in (2.5) is known as the singular value 

expansion of /C.

The Un’s are referred to as the singular values of 1C. For a compact operator the 

singular values can be arranged in descending order , ai > a:2 >  ... >  0. The collection 

{crn; (j)n, ipn} is defined to be the singular system for K. The singular system can also 

be used to give an expansion for K) [16].

T h eorem  2.11 Let ZC have a singular system given by {crn; (pn, ipn}. Then the 

pseudo-inverse has the following expansion

=  £  M l h f c  (2.7)

for all z  G D(ZC+).

Theorem 2.11 give the singular value expansion for the pseudo-inverse. To illustrate 

ill-posedness we will need the following theorem [16].

T h eorem  2 .12  Let ZC satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.10 with the additional 

property that the range is infinite dimensional. Then

Iim crn =  0.
n —>oo
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The expansion in (2.7) reveals the lack of continuous dependence of the pseudo-inverse 

solution when the range of K  is infinite dimensional. If there is any error present in 

4>n, Tpn-I or z, then that error may be greatly amplified by the division of the small 

singular values of /C.

The way to resolve ill-posedness is to use some type of regularization method. 

The idea of regularization is to approximate an ill-posed problem with one that is 

well-posed. We will use the following definition of a regularization operator [31].

D efin ition  2 .13 A regularization operator for /C is a one parameter family of con

tinuous operators R a --I-L2 ^  R i  such that for JCu0 =  zQ the following two conditions 

hold:

i) There exist numbers' a 0 and 50 such that Ra(z) is defined for all 0 < a  < O0 

and ||z -  Z0II2 <  50,

ii) There exists a function a(5) such that given any e >  O there is a number 

<5(e) <  <5o such that if ||z -  0̂Ib <  5(e) then ||u7 -  U0IIi <  e where u7 =  R1(Z) 

and 7 =  0: (5(e)).

Notice that when /C is linear then part i) of Definition 2.13 is equivalent to the re

quirement that Ra is bounded, and part ii) is equivalent to the requirement that 

Ra(z) -> /CtZ as CK —> O for all z G D(ZCt) [16]. There are many different regulariza

tion methods that can be applied to an ill-posed problem. For more, details about 

regularization methods see [16], [21], and [44].

E xam p le  2 .2 An example of a regularization operator is the truncated singular value 

decomposition. Given an o: > O the truncated singular value decomposition is found
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• by

{n| kn'|>a}

(2.8)

Notice that for any a  > 0 the expansion in (2.8) has only a finite number of terms. 

Thus,

which implies Ra is bounded. In addition, as a  0 the coefficients in (2.8) approach 

the same values as the expansion in (2.7), which establishes part ii) of Definition 2.13

The type of regularization that we will be using is Tikhonov regularization, which is 

also known as Tikhonov-Phillips regularization [34]. For the following examples we 

assume K  satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.12.

E xam p le  2 .3  In an abstract Hilbert space setting (i.e. JC : Hi ^  % ), Tikhonov 

regularization is given by the following

where arg m in  ̂ denotes an element out of D(/C) that obtains the minimum value for 

the given functional. This method can be thought of as penalized least squares with 

the second term in (2.9) being the penalty term. The regularization parameter, ck >  0, 

is used to assign a weight to the penalty term. Finding the ua that minimizes the 

functional in (2.9) involves the use of calculus of variations [50, p. 45]. Consequently,
I Q/

we will need the first variation of the functional F(u) =  — zWl +  l̂n the

<  > h2,

(2.9)
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direction of n E % . The first variation is given by

«■(»=«> -  lim ( ^ ± ^ 4 )  .

=  Iim {{K,(u +  t v ) -  z ,  K(u +  r n )  -  z ) 2 +  o ; ( r i  +  r n ,  u  4- r w ) 1)

=  (/Cm -  z, /Cu)2 +  a(u, v ) r  (2.10)

Using the adjoint in (2.10) and the fact that at the minimum the first variation must 

be zero for all v E U i  engenders a representation for the solution to (2.9),

.ua =  (/C/C +  (Xl)-lK,* z. (2.11)

If K  has the singular system {an-, <pn, '0n}^T1 then the solution in (2.11) has a singular 

value expansion

-  53  zt2 n̂) ( 2. 12)

Using the condition that a  >  0, the expansion in (2.12), and the fact that both the 

0n’s and W s  are an orthonornial bases results in

\ E
n=l ol  +  a (%) fin)'

<
\ E  K^'^»>4

n=l

5  > ii»-

Hence Ra is a bounded operator for each 'a > 0. For any fixed n it is also true that 

=  — , which matches the expansion in (2.7). Therefore, (2.9) defines ai • '-z Tihm -y-y
a-^-o 0% +  a  CTn

regularization operator.

From this point on, (•, •) will denote the L2(Q1) inner product and || • || will 

represent the induced L2(Q) norm,

Ikl =  J  J  u(x)2dx.
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We will assume /C is a compact linear operator such that K  : L2(O) —>■ L2(O). For 

this thesis we will consider a slightly more general form of Tikhonov regularization,

Ucc =  argmin Q ||/C u -  z \\2 +  , (2.13)

where the regularization operator, is either the identity operator on L2(O) or it
X

is a differential operator whose domain is dense in L2(O). The space for which we 

will minimize over depends on the regularization scheme that is being used. In the 

former case of Tikhonov regularization (£u,u)  =  ||w||2 and we will refer to this as 

L2 regularization. The advantages of using the identity as a regularization operator 

are the ease of implementation, and the invertibility of the regularization operator. 

However, L2 regularization does not penalize against solutions that have spurious 

oscillations. We next present a class of differential operators which are used to impose 

smoothness on regularized solutions'.

For it, u E Cq0(O), consider the the quadratic regularization functional

J(u)

Uk1v
^ \ d x i j

u\2dx

and the associated bilinear form

b(u,v)
^  du dv

i=l

=  — /  V • (K(z)Vu) 
Jn

=  (Lu, v),.

v dx

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where “V-” in (2.15) denotes the divergence operator, and « E C 1(O) with k,(x ) > 

K0 > O for all x E 0 . Integration by parts applied to (2.14) produces (2.15). From
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(2.15) it follows that C in (2.16) is a diffusion operator given by

d (  ,  ̂ d u \
C u -  V - (k(x)V u) -  g  ( Kk )  dxJ (2-17)

The operator C has a well defined extension to Hq(Qi) and the condition that k G 

C 1(O) can be relaxed to % G L00(O) [17]. .With a domain of JLq(O). the associated 

boundary conditions are homogenous Dirchlet boundary conditions, that is, u(x) =  O 

for x G <90. Note that 5J(u;v) =  b(u,v). If k (x) =  I then (2.17) reduces to

Cu =  —V • Vu =  — g. (2.18)
S '  dx‘

We will refer to this operator as the negative Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet 

boundary conditions. Note that C is symmetric,

(Cu, v) — (u, Cv)  for every u, u G JLq(O),

and coercive,

(Cu,u) >  7||u|| for every u G JJrQ1(O), (2.19)

where 7  > 0. With the domain of JLq(O) and the property (2.19) it follows that (2.13) 

is well-posed [50].

With the operator defined in (2.17) it is possible to extend the domain to 

JL1(O) [35]. In this case C is symmetric and positive semidefinite,

(Cu,u) >  O for every u G JL1(O).

With C being semidefinite we will need extra criteria to make the problem in (2.13) 

well-posed. The complementation condition is defined in [16] as: for every a  >  O 

there is a 7  >  O such that

\\1Cu\\2 +  a(Cu,u) > 7 [Ml2 (2.20)
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for all w e  H 1(Q). With a domain of H 1(Q) the associated boundary conditions are 

the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, i.e., V m ■ ff =  0 for all x G dQ, 

where f} denotes the outward unit normal vector. Note that the operator C operator 

in (2.17) has a one dimensional null space consisting of all functions that are constant 

on fl. When « =  I, we will refer to this operator as the negative Laplacian with 

homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.

' To find the solution to (2.13) we once again use calculus of variations, see [33]. 

The minimizer to (2.13) solves the system

Condition (2:20) guarantees that /C*/C +  a £  has a bounded inverse. Regularization 

that uses either the definite, or semidefinite, negative Laplacian as a regularization 

operator penalizes against solutions which are not smooth. Unfortunately, this type of 

regularization does not preserve edges that are sometimes present in the true solution.

The final regularization scheme is the most complicated. Total variation (TV) 

as a regularization functional was introduced in [40] by Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi. In 

this case, the domain is the space of all functions with bounded variation [33]. First 

we will define the total variation of a function. This will be followed by the definition 

of the space of functions with bounded variation. The definitions we are using come 

from Giusti [18].

D efin ition  2 .14  Let M be a real-valued function defined on Q. The total variation 

of u is defined by to be

(XT# +  a f )  M =  K'z. (2.21)

(2.22)

where

W  — {w e  C l ( Q)  : \w(x)\ <  !,for all a: G f i}  ,
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D efin ition  2 .15 The space of functions with bounded variation on 12 is comprised

of all functions u such that /  |u| dx < oo and |iz|tv <  oo. We will denote this space
Jn

by BV(O).

To motivate the choice of the regularization functional for total variation consider the 

case when u G C 1 (O) fi BV(O). Integration by parts applied to (2.22) yields

Iu Itv =  [  |Vu| dx. (2.24)
J n

Note that the Euclidean norm | • | is not differentiable at the origin. To overcome the 

resulting numerical difficulties, we use the modified TV functional,

Note that /3 =  0 implies that.J/^u) is the same as (2.24). For smooth u and v, the 

.first variation of Jg is given by

(2.23)

in

(2.25)

/  V • (k(u)V u)u dx 
J n

(2.26)

under the proviso of homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions where

' / V|Vw|2 +  /32'

The corresponding regularization operator has the form

jC(u )v =  —V • (k(u)V u) (2.27)
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see [33]. Notice that the operator in (2.27) is symmetric and has the same null 

space as the negative Laplacian on H 1 (Q,). Total variation penalizes against spurious 

oscillations. Moreover, this regularization scheme allows for jump discontinuities in 

a solution, as illustrated in [15] and [46]. A disadvantage with TV regularization 

is that the amount of computation involved is much greater than for the previous 

regularization schemes. One must solve ■

(KLFOTafM) % = K:*z, (2.28)

where £(u)  is given by (2.27). This regularization operator is nonlinear and has 

variable coefficients, which complicates implementation. A method for solving (2.28) 

is the “lagged diffusivity” fixed point method presented by Vogel and Oman in [46] 

and [47]. This iterative method is expressed by

(JC*K +  aC{uu)) uv+1 =  K*z, 0 ,1 ,..., 

where -iA, the previous estimate for u, is used to form the regularization operator.

Discretization and Special Structures

In the remainder of this chapter Q, will denote a square region in K2. The type of 

operator K that we will be particularly concerned with is a two dimensional Fredholm 

integral operator of the first kind with convolution form,

K.u(x, y) =  JJ k(x -  x',y -  y^uix^y^dx'dy'. (2.29)
a

From Example 2.1 we know that if k is measurable onT2 x f2 and satisfies (2.3) then 

the convolution operator is compact. If the operator also has infinite dimensional 

range then by Theorem 2.9 the problem JCu =  z is ill-posed.
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The matrix K  that is generated by discretizing the two-dimensional convo

lution operator, (2.29), often has a block Toeplitz structure with Toeplitz blocks 

(BTTB). A Toeplitz matrix has the property that it'is constant on the diagonals, i.e.

ti î 2 ^m-I
to • • • tjYi—2

^2—m **. ti ,
J1I-TTl 2̂—m *•* 1 tQ _

Note that T  is uniquely determined by the first row and column of the matrix. For 

this reason we define the generator of the Toeplitz matrix T  to be the vector t  =  

..-,to, —,tm-i)- This relationship will be denoted by T =  te o p litz ( t ) .

Another structured matrix that we will make use of is the circulant matrix. 

A circulant matrix is a Toeplitz matrix with the added property that each column 

“wraps around” to start its successor, i.e.,

Co Cn—1 Cn _ 2 ' C1

C1 Cq Cyi-I1 ■ — Cg

C = (2.30)

Cn-2 * * * Cn- i
C n - 1 Cn - 2 ••• C1 Cq _

Note that the first column of a circulant matrix uniquely determines that matrix, 

hence the notation C  =  c ircu la n t(c0, Cl,..., cn_i), and c =  [c0, c i , ..., cn_i] becomes 

.the generator for C.

A BTTB matrix has the following structure

’ T0 Ti T2 Tra- i
T -i To Ti Tra_ 2

T2 -7 1 Ti
Tl-n Tz-n T_i T0

where each Tj is an m x m Toeplitz matrix. In this case the generator of the BTTB 

matrix is defined to be the (2m — I x 2n — I) array k =  [ti_n t2 -n to t n_i],
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where Tj =  t o e p li t z ( t j )  for each j  =  I — n,2 — n , n  — I. Hence, the size of the 

matrix K  is nm x nm. We use the notation K  =  BTTB(A;) to represent the relationship 

between k and K.  Similarly, the generator of a block circulant matrix with circulant 

blocks (BCCB) is given by the array b =  [c0 Ci  ... cn], where C7- is the first column of 

the circulant block Cj. The analogous expression BCCB(6) will represent the BCCB 

matrix generated by the array b. - .

E xam p le  2 .4  This example illustrates a discretization of a one dimensional convo

lution operator

that results in a Toeplitz matrix. In this example we will assume f2 =  [—p, p] C E1. 

With a uniform grid spacing, A x =  the midpoints,are given by: Xj =  - p  +  (2j -  

1 ) ^ ,  j  =  1,2, ...n. By midpoint quadrature, the expression in (2.31) takes the form

where K  =  A x  t o e p l t iz  [h((n — I),Aa;), k((n — 2) A x ) , ..., k(0),, A;((l — n) Aa;)] and

u =  [u(xi), Ii(X2),..., u(xn)}*.

The two dimensional case, see (2.29), is analogous with the block structure arising 

from the double integration [2].

E xam p le  2 .5 Assume O =  [-p,p\  x [-p,p] With grid spacing Aa; =  ^  and A y  =  

the midpoints are given by Xi — —p+(2i—l)^ - ,  i  =  1 ,2, ...n, and yr =  —p + (2r—1 ) ^ ,

(2.31)

K,u{xi) =  / k(xi — x')u(x')dx'
j -p
m —l

(2.32)
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=  1 ,2, ...m. By midpoint quadrature it follows that

K,u(xi, V r ) =  11 k(xi -  x', yr -  y')u(x', y')dx'dy'
n

m—I n—1
«  5 3 2 3  -  JCj 1 yr -  ys)u(xj, ys)A x A y

s=0 j=0
~  [iifu]iir (2.33) ■

The vector u is formed using lexicographical ordering by rows, i.e.

u =  j/i ),-w(jc2> Z / i ) , u(xn> yi)j U(Xuy2) lUlx2, y2) , u(a:n, j/„)]* :

The row ordering implies that K  =  A x A y  BTTB([km_i, km_2, k ! _ m]), where 

kr =  [/c((n -  I)Ax, r Ay),  k((n -  2 ) A x , r A y ) , ..., k((l  -  n)Arc, rAy)]*.

For the regularization operators we will use a uniform version of the grid in 

Example 2.5 (that is, A x =  A y  =  ^ .  We will gain the approximation

(£rt, u) Rd iTLu.

The vector u  results from enforcing lexicographical ordering by rows on the array u 

with UiJ =  u(xi,yj). When discretized, each of the regularization operators of the 

previous section correspond to a matrix L that is sparse and symmetric. Recall that 

L2 regularization gives rise to the identity as the regularization operator. Another 

definite regularization operator is the negative Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet 

boundary conditions. Using a second order finite difference approximation [42], it 

follows that the corresponding matrix has BTTB form

L =

M -In x 0 0 .
- In x M -In x 0 ... 0

I 0 - In x M -In x 0 . 0

(A x)2 •. 0
0 0 - In x I

0 0 - In x M

(2.34)
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where Inx is the nx x nx identity and each O in (2.34) represents a nx x nx matrix of 

zeros. The nx x nx submatrix M  in (2.34) is given by

4 - I 0 0
- I 4 - I 0 ... 0
0 - I 4 - I 0 ... 0

••• 0
0 0 - I 4 - I
0 0 - I  4

To approximate the negative Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions [24], the 

finite difference representation changes slightly to

Mq - In x 0 0
- In x M1 -In x 0 0

I 0 - In x M1 -Inx 0 0

(A%)2.
0
0

0 - In x Mi
0 - In x

0
- In x
Mo

The Neumann boundary conditions change the diagonal blocks so that

' and

M0

\  I =

2 - I 0 0
- I 3 - I 0 0
0 - I 3 - I 0 ... 0

0
0 0 I h-t CO - I
0 0 - I 2

CO - I 0 ... 0
- I ■ 4 - I 0 ... 0
0 - I 4 - I 0 0

0
0 0 - I 4 - I
0 0 I i-1 CO

Note that the matrix that approximates the negative Laplacian with Neumann bound

ary conditions is not BTTB and it has a one dimensional null space consisting of 

constant valued vectors.
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Finally, the TV regularization operator, (2.27), can also be approximated with 

finite differences subject to lexicographical row ordering and homogeneous Neumann 

boundary conditions. The operator can be defined as an operator on the array u 

where Uij =  u(xi,yj). For the array operator we will use u to represent the array 

from the previous fixed point iteration. The array operator will take the form:

L(u)u =  A - ( k+(u)(A+u)) (2.35)

where

K+ (u) — 

A +ii =

___________I___________
y /  {A%u)2 +  (Ay+u)2 +  P2 
(A+w +  A y+u)

A _u =  (A® u +  Ay_u)

A . a =  ± ( M , j

=  ± ( ^ ^ )  •

The corresponding matrix L is symmetric positive semidefinite. It is also sparse with 

the same band structure as the discrete Laplacian, (2.34). In general, this matrix 

is not BTTB. Moreover, it has the same one dimensional null space as the negative 

Laplacian with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. In the discretization of 

both semidefinite regularization matrices the vector we will use as a basis vector for 

the null space is the vector comprised of all ones.

Conjugate Gradient Algorithm  and Preconditioning

In this section we will present the CG algorithm, discuss convergence, and present 

the related topic of preconditioning. We refer to [1], [3], [19], and [42] for more details 

on these topics.
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The goal is to solve Au =  b where A is a n x n matrix that is symmetric 

positive definite (SPD). Notice that solving Au =  b is the same as minimizing the 

functional

/ (u) =  ^u*Ax -  u*b, (2.36)

since the gradient of /  is given by

V /(u ) =  Au — b,

and /  is strictly convex. Given any u 6 Rn we will define the residual to be r — b —Au. 

Notice that r =  —V /(u ) . The form of the algorithm that we will use is stated in 

Algorithm 2.1 [19, p. 527].

Algorithm 2.1 Conjugate GradientMethod

k =  O]
r0 =  b — Au0;
<fo =  roro;
Begin CG iterations 

Hk =  O 
Pi =  r0; 

else

Pfc+l — rfc +  P k + l P k ]  
end
dfc+i =  Apk+i]

5 k
a k+i =  y— ;Pfc+idfc+i
Ufe+i =  Ufc +  Qffc+iPfc+i; 
rfc+i =  rfc — Qifc+idfc+i;
k =  k +  1]
$k — rfcrfc)

end CG iterations
U — Ufc+1

The computational cost of the CG algorithm is dominated by one matrix-vector 

product involving A each iteration of OG. The other relatively costly feature is the
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computation of the 2 inner products (e.g., <5* =  r^r^). In Algorithm 2.1 Uk+i is the 

approximation to the solution of Au =  b after k CG iterations. We will refer to the 

vector p£ as the CG descent vector at the lfc-th iteration. The residuals Tfc and descent 

vectors adhere to certain properties [3, p. 466].

T h eorem  2.16 Let Ufe, pfc, and rk be the terms from the &-th iteration of Algorithm 

2.1. I f A i s a n x n  SPD matrix then the following three properties will hold.

i) The residuals are mutually orthogonal, Le., =  0, for 0 <  j  <  A; <  n.

ii) T*kp j  =  0, for 0 <  /c <  j  < n.

iii) Descent vectors are A-conjugate, Le., p^Apfc =  0, for I <  j  ^  /c <  n.

From property i) of Theorem 2.16 it follows that, in the abscence of round-off error, the 

CG algorithm generates the exact solution in at most n iterations. By construction, 

the descent vectors are elements of a subspace of Rn that is known as the Krylov 

subspace [42].

D efin ition  2 .17  Let A represent a n x n matrix and r be an element of Rn. The 

k-th Krylov subspace is given by

Sfc(A, r) =  span(r, A r ,..., Ak^x).

The CG descent vectors { p i ,p 2, ...,Pfc} are elements of Sk(ArT0).

Since A is SPD the energy norm |] • ||a ,

| |u | |a  =  Vu*Au,

can be used in assessing convergence. Axelsson establishes the following result [3, p. 

466].
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T h eorem  2.18 Let u* be the solution to Au =  b, U 0 be the initial guess in Algorithm 

2.1, and u& denote the A>th CG iterate. Then

| |U* -  UyfcH'A <  | |U* -  w | | A ,

for all w  G (u0 +  Sk(A, r0)).

Kelly uses Theorem 2.18 to prove the next result [28].

T h eorem  2.1,9 Let u* be the solution to Au =  b, U 0 will represent the initial guess, 

and Ufc will denote the k-th CG iterate. Then the following bound holds

||u* -  UfcIU =  min ||p(A)(u* -  u0) ||A,
p&Pk

where Pk is the set of k degree polynomials with the property that p(0) =  I.

From Theorem 2.19 we can conclude that if A has m  .distinct eigenvalues then the 

CG algorithm will converge in at most m  iterations. Kelly also uses Theorem 2.19 

to explain rapid convergence when the eigenvalues of A cluster [28]. Saad uses the 

result in Theorem 2.19 to acquire the following bound on the convergence of the CG 

algorithm [42, p. 194].

T h eorem  2.20 Let u* be the solution to Au =  b, U 0 be the initial guess, and Ufc 

denote the fc-th CG iterate. Then

|u* -  UfcIU < 2
-\/cond(A) — I 
a/  cond(A) +  I

uo|Uj (2.37)

where cond(A)
A.

-̂ min
the minimum eigenvalue.

with Amax being the maximum eigenvalue of A and Amin is
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cond(A) is called the spectral condition number for A. For brevity we will often refer 

to cond(A) as the condition number of A. If the condition number is close to I then it 

is evident from (2.37) that the convergence for the CG algorithm will be fast. Recall 

from Chapter I that the system in (1.1) is poorly conditioned. In this case we will 

employ the technique of preconditioning to accelerate convergence of CG.

Preconditioning is based on applying the CG algorithm to the transformed

system

C - 1A C - 1Y =  C ^ b ,  (2.38)

where C  is SPD and y  =  Cu. By backtransforming with u =  C,-1y  we can generate 

the solution to Au =  b from the solution to (2.38). If we use the backtransformation 

step in the CG algorithm for (2.38) and define M  =  C2 then one can derive the 

preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm [19, p. 533].
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Algorithm 2.2 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

k — 0;
r0 =  b — Au0;
Begin CG iterations 

Solve M z k =  vk 
Sk =  r%zt; 
if Ife =  0

Pi =  zo;
else

/5 _  SkPk+l — r )
Sk-I

Pfc+i =  Zfc +  /5fc+iPfc, 
end
dfc+i =  Apfc+i;

5fc
at+1 “  p ;+1dfc+,'
Ufc+1 — Ufc +  Oifc+iPfc+i; 
Tfe+l =  Tfc Q!fc+ldfc+i,
k =  k +  1] 

end CG iterations 
U  =  Ufc+x

Notice that C  is never explicitly used in the actual implementation of PCG. We will 

refer to the step that involves solving M z k =  vk as the preconditioning step, and 

M  will be called the preconditioning matrix. When comparing the computational 

cost of Algorithm 2.1 with Algorithm 2.2 the preconditioning step is the only added 

computation. There are two goals in preconditioning: i) Choose the preconditioner 

such that C -1AC-1 has a more desirable spectrum, e.g. small condition number or 

clustering of eigenvalues; and ii) the preconditioning step must be relatively inexpen

sive to implement. Note that cond(C-1 AC-1) =  cond(M-1A). Thus cond(M-1A) 

can be used in (2.37) to measure the effectiveness of a preconditioner.
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CHAPTER 3

Convolution and Circulant Preconditioning

In this chapter we will introduce the discrete Fourier transform and discuss its 

connection to discrete convolutions and circularit matrices. In the second section, a 

few algorithms will be presented. One algorithm will be used to apply the discretized 

version of the operator in (2.29) using Fourier transforms. A subsequent algorithm 

will be developed that computes matrix-vector products involving a symmetric block 

Toeplitz matrix with Toeplitz blocks. The subject of the last section is circulant 

preconditioning.

In this section we will introduce the discrete Fourier transform. Following the intro

duction will be a discussion of the corresponding convolution theorem. To simplify 

the discussion, all of the theorems and proofs will involve vectors,, f G Rn. However, 

everything presented can be extended to two dimensional arrays, /  G Rnxn [5].

D efin ition  3.1 The discrete Fourier transform.is a mapping from Cn to Cn. Given 

a vector f -  [/0, / i , ..., / n- i ]  G Cn- the transform is denoted by

D iscrete Fourier Transforms

A valuable tool in signal and image processing is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).

k =  0 , l , 2 , . . . , n -  I. (3.1)
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The DFT from (3.1) has a corresponding inverse discrete Fourier transform that will 

be defined by

for any complex valued n-vector F =  [F10, F l, Fn_i]. Note that IDFT{DFT(f)} =  f  

and D FT(IDFT{F}) =  F [5]. The convolution product of vectors f  =  {fk}kZ-n+i 

(f G C2ra) and g =  {gj}]Zo (g E Cn) is a vector that is given by

Given a vector f  G Cra we define the n-periodic extension of f  as a sequence such that 

Ij+n =  fj  for any integer j. With the definitions above it is now possible to state the 

Convolution Theorem for discrete Fourier transforms.

T h eorem  3.2 Let f , g G Cn' where f  has a n-periodic extension. The DFT of f  and 

g will be denoted by F and G respectively. Then the DFT of the convolution between 

f  and g has the property

(3.2)

n—I

[f *g]* =  2 3  & =  0 ,1 ,2, n ~  I- (3.3)

[DFT{f*g}]„ =  % , (3.4)

for & =  0 ,1, 2..., n — I.

Proof:

To begin, we will use the fact that f  has a n-periodic extension, the definition of an 

inverse discrete Fourier transform in (3.2), and the definition of discrete convolution
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in (3.3) to obtain the following:
n —I

j=0 L \  r=0
n —I

= E
j—o _

71— 1

= - T fon ^
J=O
n —I ro—I

n - 1

r=0 
' n - 1

kT=0

„2TTî -

m=0 
n —I

1 T7I .ZTTimtfe-^
- E / - 6

771=0
n —I

; E ^
m=0

=  ^ E E W -  ; E
 ̂ n —I

I 1 27ri^-27ri2K Le ” e
T=O 771=0 J=O

Now if m =  r then

or if m ^  r then

1 '  =  I 1.E
j=0

1En 
Ĵ=O

e2Ki%e-2xiS£ =  o

This orthogonality property will reduce (3.5) to
71— 1

[f * s W E G^ 2' i ? -
T=O

(3,5)

(3.6)

Applying the DFT to both sides of (3.6) will result in the desired expression of (3.4).

DFT’s can be computed at a low computational cost using the fast Fourier transform 

(FFT). The FFT of an n-vector can be computed in 0 (n  log n) operations [32]. Next 

we will provide the connection between discrete ̂ convolution and circulant matrices. 

If k G C2n is n-periodic and u G Cn then

k * u  =  Ku,

where K  =  c irc u la n t (k) with k being the vector composed of the first n elements 

of k. These tools will be put to use to develop the algorithms in the next section.
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Algorithm s for Two Dimensional Convolution

The algorithms developed in this section are for two dimensional arrays and will be 

utilized in Chapter 6. A major computational burden is the application of the dis

cretized convolution operator, (2.33). The goal is to use two dimensional FFT’s to 

exactly compute BTTB matrix-vector products. For an nx x nx image the corre-
X

spending matrix, given in Example 2.5, is a full BTTB matrix that is of size U2x Xn2x. 

Fortunately, it is not necessary to construct the full matrix in order to compute the 

matrix-vector products.

First we will demonstrate how two dimensional FFT’s can be used to compute 

applications of a block circulant matrix that has circulant blocks (BCCB). The im

petus behind this is that BCCB matrix-vector multiplication can be performed with 

two dimensional FFT’s (14]. Let C  be an n2 x n2x BCCB matrix with blocks that are 

of size nx x nx. To compute a matrix-vector product involving C  we will only need 

the first column, C1 . Recall from Chapter 2 that C1 is the generator for C. Define 

array to be the operation of converting an n^-vector into a, nx x nx array via filling 

in by columns. For example, given a =  [G1, a2, <23,04]* then

array(a)
Gi Gg 
G2 G4

Let vecto r  denote the reverse operation of taking an array and rearranging the 

elements back into a column vector. Finally, let c — FFT2(array(c1)), where FFT2 is 

the two dimensional FFT [48]. For a given vector v  G R71* the matrix-vector product 

C v is computed by

C v =  ve c t or (IFFT2 (FFT2 (array (v) .*c))), (3.7)

where . * denotes component-wise multiplication and IFFT2 is the two dimensional 

inverse FFT.
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The next algorithm computes an application of the convolution operator, 

(2.29), with FFT’s. The method we will use is presented by Hanke and Nagy in 

[25]. The basic idea is to take the discrete kernel array, k from (2.29), and construct 

a larger array, kext, that will be a generator for a BCCB matrix. With kext we will 

use (3.7) to compute the matrix-vector products. Here nx is an even integer so that 

the kernel array can be partitioned into blocks

7 _  kn ki2
~  [k21 M  ’

with each block being of size A* x Recall that Theorem 3.2 demands vectors in 

the convolution to have n-periodic extensions. The analogous requirement for the 

same theorem to hold for arrays is that the arrays should have a doubly n-periodic 

extension [5]. An array f is doubly n-periodic when

f ( i + n ) j  — f i j  a n d  / i ( j + n) — f i j i

where i and j  are integers. In practice, the actual arrays that we will use are not 

necessarily doubly n-periodic. By extending the arrays with zeros it is possible to 

retain the convolution theorem for DFT’s [5]. The extension for the kernel array is 

defined by

kext —
&22 0 &21 
0 0 0

0 kii.
(3.8)

where each 0 in (3.8) is a Af x Af array made up of zeros. Since kext is a generator for 

a BCCB matrix we will need the array kext =  FFT2(Zcext) to compute matrix-vector 

products. If r is an nx x nx array then it can be extended by the array operator 

extend,

extend(r) — q q

so that extend(r) is of size 2nx x 2nx. The array operator r e s t r ic t  simply restricts 

a 2nx x 2nx array to the elements that are in the first nx rows and nx columns. With
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Theorem 3.2 and the array operations defined as above we obtain

K r  =  vector (restr ic t (lFFT2(A;ei£.*FFT2(extend(array(r)))))). (3.9)

Note that if K  is BTTB, K * K  need not be BTTB. In order to ease computation and 

reduce storage for the numerical examples in Chapter 6 we will approximate K* K  by 

a BTTB matrix, T. In place of (1.1b) we will use

- A =  (T +  aL ) ,

and solve (1.1a). With the same array operators it is possible to develop a similar 

technique for computing the matrix-vector products involving T. With kext given in 

(3.8) we will construct a, nx x nx array t  by

f =  r e s tr ic t  (lFFT2(|FFT2(fcext)|. A 2)), (3.10)

where . A 2 is component-wise squaring of each component of the array and \ ■ | 

denotes the complex modulus of the components. With this array we are defining 

t =  array(t), where t is the generator of T. The array in (3.10) can be embedded in 

an extended array, text, that generates a BCCB matrix. For the nx x nx array let

t =  [ti

where tj is the ith column of t. Define the array operator embed by extending t  in 

the following way

embed (f) — [tl t2- ■ -̂ nx n̂x !••■̂ 2]- 

The extension of the array f to a 2nx x 2nx array is accomplished by the following

t e x t  =  (embed(embed(t)*))* . (3.11)
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When arranged in vector form text is the first column of a BCCB matrix that contains 

T  in the first rows and the first columns. It follows that the computation of 

the matrix-vector product Tv is simply

Tr — vector (restr ic t (IFFT2(te$i- * FFT2 (ext end (array (r)))))), (3.12)

where iext =  Y¥T2{text). The expressions in both (3.9) and (3.12) have a double ben

efit. These matrix-vector products that involve x n2x matrices can be computed in 

0 { n 2x log(nx)) operations due to the FFT’s and the Convolution Theorem. Moreover, 

all that is needed for computation is the first column of the matrix, which drastically 

decreases the amount of required storage.

Circulant Preconditioning

In 1986, Strang [43] proposed a circulant preconditioner for Toeplitz systems, and 

presented numerical results which showed very fast rates of convergence. It was later 

established that circulant matrices can approximate Toeplitz matrices closely, and 

that the preconditioned system is well conditioned [10]. In Chapter 6 circulant PCG 

will be used as a standard of comparison for the two-level preconditioners.

For a BTTB matrix T  the circulant preconditioning step is carried out using 

two dimensional FFT’s. In general, the first column of T  is put into array form using 

array. The extended array, t ext, is constructed by way of (3.11). Given a vector 

r G Rn*, Algorithm 3.1 shows how to compute M~xcr using FFT ’s. Note that . /  

denotes component-wise division.
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Algorithm 3.1 Circulant Preconditioning 
s =  AQrV

rea:i =  e x t end (ar r ay (r));
S e x t  =  FFT2(Tea:i) . /  terct,
S63J4 =  IFFT2(s); 
s =  vector  ( r e s t r ic t  (s63ji));

Recall that the matrix corresponding to the negative Laplacian with Neumann 

boundary conditions is not BTTB. Moreover, the matrix associated with TV regular

ization (that comes from (2.35)) is not BTTB. In this case, a BTTB approximation 

will be found [12]. To address this issue let us first consider the task of approximating 

a general n x  n matrix A by a Toeplitz matrix. The Toeplitz approximation that we 

will use is from a technique developed by_T. Chan and Mulet [12]. This technique 

gives the Toeplitz matrix T that is closest to A in terms of the Frobenius norm. Let 

dij. denote the entries of A and the generator of T  will be denoted by t  =  [ti, t2) •••, Q]- 

The computation of t  is given by

h

tJ

tn

. Sfc=I ak,k
n

{a(k+j-l),k +  Qfc,(fc+j-l)) .
2(n — j  +  1)

QnlI +  QllTt 
2

I <  j  <  n

This method generalizes to matrices with block structure. The sparsity structure of 

the regularization matrix, corresponding to the regularization operators in Chapter 2, 

allows the approximation to be determined by computing just three elements. Here 

we will denote as the entry in the regularization matrix that is in the i-th row and 

j-th  column. With these specific matrices, the generator of the BTTB approximation



is given by

t l  = EZli

S j= O  Sfc=2 a (jnx+k),(jnx+k-:
V2 —

n x ( n x -  I)

E f s u-
"nx —

rWfX {fix  l )

with the rest of the elements for the generator being zero.
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CHAPTER 4

Two-Level Preconditioners for Positive Definite L

Recall that the focus of this thesis is to solve

Au =  b, (4.1a)

where

A =  K * K  +  aL,  (4.1b)

and b =  K*z  is a vector in En. The implementation for the two-level preconditioners 

is different depending on whether L is definite or semidefinite. In this chapter, it 

is assumed that L is symmetric positive definite (SPD). The following chapter will 

address the case when L is symmetric positive semidefinite.

The approach taken will be to split the solution space, En, into two subspaces. 

Let the “coarse grid” subspace, V$, have a basis with I <  iV < n. The second

subspace will be given by Vy =  span ({ i^ }”= ^ ). In principle, the bases for both 

subspaces can be chosen such that for every appropriate i and j ,

<Pi j  =  0, (4.2a)

Vf-Wy =  %  (4.2b)

where Sij is the Kronecker delta. Two subspaces are L-orthogonal when property 

(4.2a) holds, where { ^ }  is the basis for the first subspace and {i/y} is the basis for the 

second subspace. It follows that and Ifo are L-orthogonal and we will sometimes
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refer to Kp as the L-prthogonal complement of V§. As a consequence of (4.2) and L 

being.SPD, U forms a basis for En.

E xam ple 4.1 This is a one-dimensional example of the type of bases that can be 

used for the two-level methods in this chapter. Assume the solution space is E4 and 

the regularization matrix is the identity, L =  L  An appropriate set of basis elements 

would be: ZlXI; h =ZoXo I/ l X-I , I/ Q X 0D i Il 0 IW W W W/
Notice that =  0 and ip*Lipj =  Su- for i =  1 ,2 and j  =  1,2.

Let 0  and #  represent the matrices whose columns are composed of the ^ ’s and i p j ’s 

respectively. The matrices $  and #  can be adjoined to form the nonsingular matrix 

[$#] that will transform the system (4.1) into

[$W]*A[<LW]x =

where .

x  =  [$ ^ ]-1u. (4.3)

The transformed system has a block representation given by

Au Aiz Xl Xl A>*b"
Agi Azz_ _Xz X2. T b.

The system in (4.4) can be rewritten using the basis properties in (4.2), which results

m

@*A$ ^*K*K^ ■ Xi ■$*b
Ar*K*K§ K* K^i +  aIn- N Xz_

(4.5)

1X
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where In- N is the (n -  iV) x (n -  N)  identity matrix. We assume that #  can be 

picked in such a way so that K * ^  is small. A sketch of how it is possible for 

K * ^  to be small is in the following. Consider the case when /C is given by (1.3). 

If K, has smooth kernel and u is highly oscillatory then Ku is very small [27]. Thus, 

if the basis elements for are highly oscillatory then will be small. We refer to 

[26] for technical details. Using this property it follows that the block matrix in (4.5) 

can be approximated by

5>*A5> V* K* KV~ Au A12
V*K*KV O iIn - N A21 A22

(4.6)

For implementation of the two-level methods, define the operators G, P , and Q by

G =  $*M> (4.7a)

P  -  (4.7b)

Q =  I - P  =  -VWL. (4.7c)

L em m a 4.1 The operator P  is an L-orthogonal projector onto V§ and Q is the
I

complementary L-orthogonal projector onto V .̂

Proof: From direct computation it follows that P 2 = P, Q2 =  Q, and P*LQ =  0. 

For any y  6 14 there exist y  R n such that y  =  <E>y. To compute P y  the equations 

in (4.7) are used and this results in P y  =  y. Moreover,

Qy =  (7 - P ) y  =  0,

which implies that 14 is in the null space of Q. For any x  6 14 let x  G Rn~N be an 

element such that x  =  ^ x . Using (4.2a) results in

P x  =  V G -1WLVy: =  0.
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On the other hand, using the basis properties in (4.2b) produces

Qx =  ( # M ) x  =  =  x.

By construction V§ and Vj, are !/-orthogonal subspaces, thus P  and Q are !/-orthogonal 

projection operators [30].

□

With use of the projection operators it is possible to implement the two-level methods 

without ever constructing XEr, or choosing any of the ipj’s. To illustrate how this is 

possible, let us consider the additive Schwarz preconditioner for the system (4.1).

Additive Schwarz Preconditioning

Additive Schwarz preconditioning can be derived as follows: (i) Transform the system 

in (4.1a) to get (4.4); (ii) Replace the block matrix in (4.4) by the block matrix 

A in (4.6); (iii) Apply block Jacobi preconditioning [42, p. 103] to the resulting 

approximate system; and finally (iv) Backtransform using (4.3). It is important to 

note that A differs from the coefficient matrix in (4.5) by only the block that is in 

the last row and column, Le.,

A22 =  O iIn - N -  (4.8)

Let D, L , and U be defined by the following

■ 0 0' D =
Au  0

U = 0 Ai2

t

O

0 0

Thus A — D +  L +  U. Let uAs =  Mas1T denote the result of applying the additive 

Schwartz preconditioner to a vector r, Le., ' ,

U a s  = Atir = [<M]fr'[W]"r.
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From (4.9) this requires solving the block diagonal system

AnX1 =  $*r

Qix2 =  #*r,

and computing

uas =  $xi +  # x 2. (4.10)

Using the equations in (4.7) the following transpires:

a

=  - ( I - P ) L - 1T 
a

=  - ( L - lT - Q G - 1̂ r ) .
a

(411)

It follows that the preconditioning step, without any explicit use of W, is given by

Each iteration of the Additive Schwarz PCG method is dominated by a matrix-vector 

product involving A and an inversion of A n , G, and L. This method is most effective 

for very diagonally dominant systems, because the Jacobi preconditioner uses only 

the diagonal of A. When A has significant off-diagonal terms there is a need for a 

different iterative method that takes these terms into consideration.

Sym m etric M ultiplicative Schwarz Preconditioning

To derive the symmetric multiplicative Schwarz preconditioner, it is necessary to 

replace the block Jacobi preconditioning step of additive Schwarz with that of block

I G_1«*r) + - I r 1T. (4.12)
a a
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symmetric Gauss Seidel preconditioning [42, p. 103]. The result of applying the 

preconditioner to a vector, r G En, can be represented by

U3MS =  Msl>sr =  [ « ] ( £  +  U r 1D(I)  + 1 )" 1 [ M r r ,  ' (4.13)

where D, L, and U are given in (4.9). Define

f  =  [0#]*r r i
r 2_

Then F1 G Eiv and r2 G Era N, and

(D +  L y 1T =  

D (D  +  L )-Xr =

. ( D +  U y 1D i D +  L y 1T =

Au1T1
— A21A111r1)_

Tl
T 2 — A2iA111ri_

Af11 (d  — Ai2A221^ 2 — A21A111Ti)) 
A22(F2 - A 21A111F1)

(4.14)

(4.15)

Let X 1 and x 2 denote the components of the right hand side of (4.15).' From (4.14), 

(4.4), and (4.8) it follows that

X 1 =  A 1f ( & r - $ * K * K V ^ ( V * T - V mK * K § A ^ & T ) )

x 2 =  -  {^*r - 'T iT iD S A f11 $ * r ) . 
a

Finally, as in (4.10), we backtransform to obtain ugMs =  ^ x 1 +  T x2. To simplify 

T x 2, the projection operators P  and Q are used in the same manner as in (4.11). 

Consequently,

T x2 =  - T T X r - L T if T A f 11^ r )  
a

=  - ( L ' 1 -  TG_1T*)(r -  i f * i f TAf11T^r).

Simplification of the expression for T x1,

T x1 =  TAf11 (T*r — T * if* ifT —(T*r — A21Af1 T*r)) 

=  TAf11T X r - ^ i f T x 2),
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shows that $Xi explicitly depends on Wx2. The algorithm to implement Symmetric 

Multiplicative Schwarz Preconditioning can now be given.

Algorithm 4.1 Symmetric Multiplicative Schwarz Preconditioning u = M ^ gr

v  =
e =  r — K * K \  

w =  Zr1C 
x  =  w — <h&'_1<b*e

y  =  t —>K*K\iq 
up =  $ A ^ $ * y

U  =  U p  +  U q

For every multiplicative Schwarz PCG iteration the computation is dominated by 

two matrix-vector products involving K*K,  one matrix-vector product involving A =  

K * K  +  cxL, two inversions of A n, one inversion of G and one inversion of L.

Schur Complement Conjugate Gradient

This algorithm starts with the transformed system, (4.4). To this system we apply 

block Gaussian elimination to get

2

-.I X i $*b

CoO

X 2 \&*b — A21A111̂ b (4.16)

where

S  =  A 22-  A21Af11A i2 =  T A f j  -  lTAj1A T A fT (4.17)
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is the Schur complement relative to the coefficient matrix (4.4). Note that the sub

matrix A22 =  is not the same as A22 =  OiIn-N, the submatrix used in both of

the Schwarz methods. Back substitution in (4.16) produces ■

Xi =  A111^ b  — A111 A12X2 (4.18)

\
where

S x 2 =  #*b -  A ziA ^G 'b. (4.19)

The key idea for this algorithm is to solve the Schur complement system, (4.19), by 

using the conjugate gradient method to obtain an approximation to x 2. The result 

will be used in the back substitution step, (4.18). We then backtransform using (4.10) 

to approximate the solution u =  A_1b.

We now focus on the CG solution of (4.19). To simplify notation define

b =  T*b -  A21A^1-Tb 

=  T * (7 -A 0 A ^ $ * )b .

As presented in Algorithm 2.1, the CG algorithm requires the computation of the 

following, where x  is the CG approximation to the solution of (4.19), r denotes the 

residual, and z denotes the CG descent direction:

f  =  b - S x (4.20a)

6 =  F r  

_ _  S
^ z ^ z '

(4.20b)

(4.20c)

Note that all the vectors in (4.20) are elements of Rn~N. This CG algorithm will be 

reformulated into an algorithm that directly computes the desired solution to (4.1a), 

u G En. Moreover, there will not be any explicit dependence on $ .
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Combining the equations (4.10), (4.18), and (4.19) generates the following 

expression for u:

u =  QAi11̂ b  -  QAj11A12X2 +  ^ x 2

=  +  ( / -  G A ^ A) 4/x 2. (4.21)

To find the solution to (4.1) the equation (4.21) suggests that the initial guess for 

CG should be U 0 =  $ A ^ 0 * b  and updated by ( /  — $A n  $*A), # x 2. Also from the 

definition of A n  it follows that

A(I -  $ A ^ $ * A )$  =  0 

$*A(I -  $ A ^ $ * A ) =  0.

For any z e  Rn~N define w  G i?" by w  =  A(I  — $ A ^ $ * A )^ z ,

Sz  =  \&*w.

Let g be an element in Vq such that g =  1FSz. Thus

g =  TT*w

=  ( / -  P JL -1W 

=  L -1W -  <$>G-l $*A{I -  -FAi1llT A J1Fz 

=  L -1W. (4.23)

In the denominator of the term r, (4.20c), let z G Rn be such that z =  1F*z, hence

• z*Sz =  (W*z)*Sz

= z*g- (4.24)

To find the conversion expression for the numerator of f  will first require a conversion 

expression for f. To compute S x  the expressions in (4.11) and (4.22) can be used to

(4.22a)

(4.22b)

hence by (4.17)
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get

S x  =  » * A (/ -

^  ^ M ( /  -  § A ^ $ * A ) L - lx. (4.25)

The residual in Rn-iV, f  =  b — Sx, is related to the residual in Rn, r =  b — Au. This 

relationship results from using (4.19), (4.21), and (4.25) to get •

r =  b -  S x
I

=  T* (b -  A 0 A [/$ * b  -  A(J -  $ A ^ $ * A ) L - lx)

=  T* (b -  Au)

=  »*r. (4.26)

The next term from (4.20) to be considered is 8. The combination of (4.1.1) and (4.26) 

yields •

5 =

-  r*(L_1 — <E,G!_1$*)r. (4.27)

By using (4.21) the residual to original system can be rewritten as 

r =  b — Au

= ( J - A S A n 1O J - A ( I - S A 11̂ A )L -1X

= . (I -  ASA^11S*)(b -  AL^1x ). (4.28)

- Combining (4.27) and (4.28) plus using the property in (4.22) results in

6 =  T ^ - 1T. (4.29)

Efficient use of L~l , A, A^11, and the projection operators produces the following 

algorithm.
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Algorithm 4.2 Schur Complement CG

u =  3>A1113'*b;
r =  b — Au; y  =  L_1r;
to =  r*y;
z — r; d =  y;
while ||r|| >  e

v =  (7 -  $A^$*A)d; ' 
w =  Ay; g =  L_1w;

T %*g' 
u =  u +  tv;
r =  r -  rw; y  =  y  -  rg;

5o =  5i;
z =  r +  /?z; d =  y  +  ^d; 

end while

For Schur complement CG the dominant terms computationally are: two matrix- 

vector products involving A, one inversion of A n, and one inversion of L per CG

iteration.
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CHAPTER 5

Two-Level Preconditioners for a Semidefinite L

As' indicated in Chapter 2 both H 1 and total variation regularization may 

have associated positive semidefinite regularization matrices. This chapter adapts the 

two-level preconditioners from Chapter 4 to handle regularization matrices that are 

semidefinite. The algorithms presented address the case when L has a one dimensional 

null space.

Just as in Chapter 4, the development starts with the decomposition of the 

solution space into a pair of L-orthogonal subspaces. Let the coarse grid subspace, V$, 

have a basis with I <  iV < n. The L-orthogonal complement, V$, will have

basis functions ■■ The bases for both subspaces can still be chosen so that the

properties in (4.2) hold. In contrast to Chapter 4, L has a null space that must be 

accounted for in the decomposition of the solution space. The first coarse grid basis 

element, ^1, will be chosen , as the basis vector from the null space of L, as given in 

Chapter 2. In the construction of the projection operators, it will be necessary to 

construct an extra basis set that is a subset of V$. Define 0  =  [OiO2.-.d^~i} to be an 

n x ( A - I )  matrix such that

(5.1)

where i — 1 , 2 , N  — I. In addition, the basis vectors of can be chosen so that

=  0 (5.2)
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for j  =  I, 2, n — N.

E xam ple 5.1 This is a one-dimensional example of the type of bases that can be 

used for the two-level methods in this chapter. Assume the solution space is E7 

and the regularization matrix is the discrete negative Laplacian with homogeneous 

Neumann boundary conditions, which is a 7 x 7 matrix that is given by

L  -  (Arc)2

I - I 0 0
- I 2 - I 0 . 0
0 . - I 2 - I 0 . . .  ' 0

0
0 0 - I  2 - I
0

r—
iIO

I

where Ax  is the uniform grid spacing. An example of an appropriate choice of basis

elements are:

<t>i -

/ i \
I
I
I
I
I

W

; ^2

f-A)
?

“ 6

0 ; f a  =
r
7-

I A
I

a  J

I

f U
- T I J i l f : i ] I

( i \
- 3

I<13Il I *  =  42 _ 2n

Ii I Jl
I

I l J
A

\  U
- ■

2
3

l - y J l J
Notice that — 0, rIp*Lipj =  Sy-, and (p̂ ipj =  0 for i =  1, 2,3 and j  =  1 ,2,3,.4.

For the formulation of the two-level preconditioners the following operators will be
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G = Q*LG 

Pe =  QG~lQ*L

P =  '

P  —  Pq +  Pi

Q =  V W L  =  I - P .

L em m a 5.1 Assume the operators are defined as in (5.3), null(L) =  span(^i), and 

the columns of 0  satisfy (5.1). If the bases for and Vy satisfy (4.2) and (5.2) 

then the operators P and Q are L-orthogonal projection operators onto 14 ■ and 14 

respectively.

Proof: Since L is symmetric and the properties in (4.2) hold it follows readily that 

Q2 =  Q, QV =  V , and QV =  0. Combining (5.1) and (4.2) results in Q*LV =  0. 

Moreover, null(L) =  span(^i). Hence by direct computation P j =  P©, P 2 =  P, 

and PV =  0. It has been shown that both P and Q are projection operators with 

Q projecting onto 14- However, showing that P projects onto 14 remains to be 

established. Any v G 14 can be rewritten into the form v =  oo^i +  u A  + Q2#2 +  

... + Since P0 and Pi are both projection operators with the relationship

given in (5.1) it follows that P v = v for every v G 14. The fact that 14 and 14 are 

L-orthogonal implies that P and Q are L-orthogonal projection operators.

needed:

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

(5.3c)

(5.3d)

(5.3e)

□

We will start by deriving additive Schwarz preconditioning and then move on 

to the symmetric multiplicative Schwarz and the Schur complement preconditioners.
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A dditive Schwarz Preconditioning

Recall from Chapter 4 that the application of the Additive Schwarz preconditioner 

to a vector r G Rn is represented by

Mas* =  (5.4)

Through the use of the projection operators the term 4\I/T*r in (5,4) can be rewritten 

so that there is no explicit dependence on 4/. Let Lt denote the pseudo-inverse of L. 

It follows that Z-Lt is an orthogonal projection operator onto the complement of the 

null space of L [30, pp. 432,434]. This fact combined with (5.2) produces the relation

M L t =  T*. (5.5)

Using (5.3), (5.5), and (4,2) yields

WT* =  TT*LLf 

=  ( Z - P ) L t

=  (Lt -  ©G-10* -  P iL t ). (5.6)

It follows from (5.4) that

=  M n 1( ^ r )  +  ^  ((J -  P^L tr -  © G -1© ^ ) . (5.7)

The computational cost for Additive Schwarz PCG iteration is dominated by the 

one application of Lt , one inversion of An , one inversion of G, and one application 

of A. Note that the cost of applying P1 is insignificant, since for any v  G Rn,

piv = (Ifrr)
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Sym m etric M ultiplicative Schwarz Preconditioning

Recall that the application of the symmetric multiplicative Schwarz preconditioner - 

to a vector r G Rn is given by

Ms^gr =  ^Ar11S*(r -  a - lK * K ^ * ( r  -  K ' K Q A ^ & t))
(5.8)

+  (X-1W f t ( T - I C K Q A ^ T ) .

The identity in (5.6) shows the changes necessary in the implementation.

Algorithm 5.1 Symmetric Multiplicative Schwarz Preconditioning MsIt s V

v =  <M n$*r; 
e =  r — K*Kv,  
w  =  Zde;
x  =  w  — PiW — 0 G _1©*e;
uQ =  gx; 
y  =  r -  K * K u q -, 
up =  § A ^ $ * y ,
U  =  U p  +  U q  ;

The computational cost of each PCG iteration with symmetric multiplicative Schwarz 

preconditioning is dominated by the application of Lt, two inversions of An, one inver

sion of G, two matrix-vector products involving the operator K*K,  and an application 

o fA  =  K * K  +  aL.

Schur Complement Conjugate Gradient

As stated in Chapter 4, Schur complement CG relies on the computation of the
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elements in (4.20). Using (5.6) in equation (4.23), we obtain

g =  W w

=  (Lt -  Q G -1Q* -  P iLt)w. (5.9)

Moreover, (5.6) will also change (4.27) to

5 =  r*(Lf -  ©G”1©* -  PiLf)r. (5.10)

With these few changes, Algorithm 4.2 can be altered to accommodate a semidefinite 

L.

Algorithm 5.2 Schur complement Conjugate Gradient Iteration

u =
r =  b — Au; 
q = L̂ r;
y =  q — ©G-10*r — Pi q;
50 =  r*y; 
z =  r; d =  y;
Begin CG iterations

v — ( /  — $A^$*A) d; 
w =  A v; 
f  =  idw;
g =  f  -  -  Pif;
r =  50/(z*g);
u =  u +  t v ;
r =  r — rw ; y  =  y -  Tg;

=  r*y;
/3 =  5 i/50;
5o =  5i;
z =  r +  ydz; d =  y +  /M; 

end CG iterations

For every CG iteration, the computational cost is dominated by one application of 

id , two matrix-vector products involving A =  K * K  +  aL, one inversion of A11, and 

one inversion of G.
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CHAPTER 6

Numerical Results

The purpose of this chapter is to compare the two-level preconditioners with 

circulant preconditioning. The first section will describe the test problem to be used 

in the comparison. The second section will be concerned with implementation details. 

The third section examines the computational cost of the different algorithms. The 

fourth section will present the results, and the final section will contain a summary.

The Test Problem

All results for this chapter arise from applying the preconditioning algorithms from 

this thesis to a set of data provided by the Starfire Optical Range (SOR), USAF 

Phillips Laboratory at Kirkland AFB, New Mexico. The data is from a simulation 

of the effects of atmospheric blurring on an image of a satellite in earth orbit. The 

data consists of 256 x 256 arrays where the value in the i-th row and j-th column 

represents the light intensity at the pixel (Xi iDj). The observed image is modeled by 

the array -

zi,j ~  [/CCt](Xi, Uj) +  Tjij, (6-1)

where K  is the convolution operator given in (2.29), u is the true image, and rj is 

an additive noise term [39] [2], In this application the kernel function for /C is called
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the point spread function (PSF). The PSF describes the blur that occurs in taking 

the image of a point source. The term [K,u] in (6.1) is approximated by the use of 

midpoint quadrature on (2.29)

[/Cu] ( x i , Uj) =  ^ ^  ' kj—r!j —su r!S^ x  ,, (6-2)
S T

where kij =  k(xi,yj) and (  represents the remainder term from the quadrature 

method. Combining (6.1)  ̂ (6.2), setting z =  vector(z), and defining u =  vector(u), 

it follows that the resulting system has the form

z =  K u  +  v ' (6.3)

where v  is the resulting error term from r/ and £. The matrix K  is the BTTB matrix 

generated by k. Recall that the size of the square array is nx x nx, where nx =  256, 

which implies that Tf is a 2562 x 2562 matrix. Figure I shows the true image, the noisy 

blurred image that is observed, the PSF, and a reconstruction of the image obtained 

with Tikhonov regularization. Tikhonov regularization applied to (6.3) yields,

uQ =  arg min Ilifu -  z ||2 +  ml*Lu
, UGEn

=  {K*K +  a i y 1 K*z. (6.4)

We refer to Chapter 2 for details. Note that throughout this chapter the norm ||u|[, 

where u G Rn, will be the Euclidean norm.

Im plem entation Details

It was mentioned previously that i f  is a BTTB matrix and the matrix-vector prod

ucts involving i f  and if*  can be computed via FFT’s. However, i f* i f  may not be 

BTTB. To simplify computation and reduce storage we will use a symmetric BTTB
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Figure I: Simulated image Data from the Starfire Optical Range. At the top left is 
the true image. Noisy blurred observed data appears at the top right. At the lower 
left is the PSF. The lower right is a reconstruction using total variation regularization 
where a  =  IO-13 and /3 =  .1.

approximation in place of K*K. This approximation will be denoted by T  and the 

system that will be solved is

(T +  o;L)u =  b, (6.5)

where b =  K*z. Consult Chapter 3 for the construction of T  using the PSF array 

k. For the test problem numerical solutions to (6.5) compare favorably with the 

numerical solutions to (1.1). The only major difference between the two types of 

reconstructions is along the boundary of the image [37].

To reduce computation cost of implementing the two-level preconditioners we 

will use an efficient method of projecting onto the space spanned by the coarse grid 

basis vectors. To compute <f>*r it is not necessary to construct the n x N  matrix <F. 

As discussed in [45], the computation of the matrix-vector products <f>*r and <f>v can
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be implemented using a multilevel restriction and a multilevel prolongation respec

tively. The element <D*r is generated by applying a series of multigrid restrictions on 

array (r). To compute <Dv the vector v  can be rearranged into a mx x m x array and a 

series of multigrid prolongations are applied to generate $ v . For more details about 

multigrid see [4].

E xam p le  6.1 This example is to illustrate how grid transfers from one level to the 

next can be accomplished by array operators. We will use piecewise constant “coarse 

grid” basis elements which are analogues of the basis elements mentioned in Example 

4.1. The operators vecto r  and array are the array operators that are defined in 

Chapter 3. Define the array r by -

T hl 7" 12 713 714

7-21 722 723 724

T h r 7  32 733 734

7*41 742 743 744

With piecewise constant coarse grid basis elements, it follows that the grid restriction

of r is given by

array (<h* (vector (r))) (rn +  ri2 + r2i +  7*22) 
(731 +  T’32 +  7’4 i +  742)

( r i 3  +  7’14 +  r2 3  +  724')

(733  +  7*34 +  T’43 +  7 4 4 )

Notice that the first entry is the sum of the four elements in the first quadrant, the 

second entry in the first row is the sum of the four elements in the second quadrant, 

and so on. Let the array v have the form

Thl Tll2 
Thl Tl22

The prolongation of v using piecewise constant basis elements can be accomplished

by the following

array ($(vector(u)))

T in U ll U12 U12

U ll U ll U12 ■ U12

T h l U21 U22 U22

T h i U2I U22 U22
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Notice that prolongation takes an entry from the array and expands it to be the entry 

value for a whole quadrant. The computations in Example 6.1 show just one grid 

transfer, or one level in reduction. The coarse grid size, that corresponds to this case 

is N  =  If implemented as a nested sequence of restrictions (or prolongations) 

then the coarse grid can be reduced (or increased) further. ■

The matrix <E>*T<I> can also be computed via array operations on the generator 

of T. The only positive definite regularization matrices we will consider are the 

identity and the discrete negative Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 

conditions. Both of these regularization operators are BTTB. Hence, G =  can

be computed in the same manner as $*T $.

E xam p le  6.2 The purpose of this example is to show how <D*T$ is computed using 

array operations. We will use piecewise constant coarse grid basis elements in $  

and T is a symmetric BTTB matrix with symmetric blocks. It follows that T  has a 

generator that can be arranged into a, nx x n x array. We will denote the generator by 

t  =  [ t i , t 2 , . . . , t n J ,  where t j  is the first column of the jth  submatrix of T.

The reduction to the coarse grid is accomplished in two steps: i) Combine the 

columns of t to produce a smaller array u; ii) Combine the rows of v which results in 

the array that will be the generator for $*T $. The following is for the case where 

multiplying by $  corresponds to a one level piecewise constant restriction operation. 

The columns of array v will be produced by.

V i  — 2 t i  +  2 t 2

v j  — t 2( j _ i )  +  2 t 2j _ i  +  t 2j ,

where j  =  2,3, . . . , 2̂ .  Define (v)J as the jth  row of the array v. The next step
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involves applying the same array operations on the rows of array v

( w ) *  =  2 ( v ) *  +  2 ( v ) ;

(w)  ̂ =  +  2 (v)2J-_1 +  (v)2j,

where j  =  2,3,. . . ,  The final result is given by =  BTTB(w), where w —

[Wl jW2, .... Wn^-2]. More levels of reduction can be made by nesting the operations.

Examples 6.1 and 6.2 both illustrate the use of piecewise constant coarse grid basis 

elements. The implementation for piecewise linear basis elements is accomplished in 

a similar manner [4]. There is a caveat about the two types of basis elements. The 

piecewise constant basis elements are structured to apply on a grid where nx =  2P 

with p being a positive integer. The piecewise linear basis elements are constructed 

to apply on a grid where nx =  2P - 1, for homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 

and nx =  2P +  I for homogeneous. Neumann boundary conditions. The Dirichlet 

case will be considered in the following. We will accommodate this requirement by 

using an array operator to restrict our given array of size nx — 28 to an array of size 

(28 — I) x (28 — I). Let 0 be a nx x Ua, array. To restrict a to an array that has size 

(nx — I) x (nx — I) we will use the array operator T* that will be defined by

I
[T =  ^ j  T G'ij+l T ®i+lj T Oli+iq+l)) bJ .T— I; 2,..., Tlx I. (6-6) 

The array operator that will extend the array a to an array that has size (nx +  I) x
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{nx +  I) will be denoted by T and will be defined by

+ G i j - I  +  a i

K a i j - i  +  Oij-)
K a i - l j  +  a i j )

i j  +  a i j )  if i'J -  2,3, ...,nx,
if 2 — I j T ix  j a,nd j  — 2, Sj ... ? T i x  ?

if i  —~ 2 j S j . ^ j t i x  ,, and j  — I j T i x ,

i f i  =  j  =  l,
if i =  j  =  nx +  I,
if i =  I and j  =  nx +  I,
i f i  =  n-c +  I and j  =  I.

[To]<j =  K i J

K i- I J -1 ’ 
K i J - 1 

, K i - 1J
(6.7)

It follows that when we use piecewise linear basis elements on this test problem a re

striction of the vector r to the coarse grid will take the form <I>*vector(T*(array(r))) 

and a prolongation of the vector v  will be accomplished by <&vector(Y(array($v))).

The last implementation issue we will mention concerns the regularization 

matrix L. Recall that the two-level preconditioners requires solving a system of the 

form:

When L is SPD we can use the Cholesky factorization [19] to solve (6.8). A disad

vantage to Cholesky factorization is the increase in the amount of storage. However, 

for a banded matrix the Cholesky factor is also banded [19, p. 155].

When L is symmetric positive semidefinite a PCG method will be used to 

apply Tt . One iteration of a multigrid V-cycle is used as a preconditioner for every 

CG iteration (MG-CG). To preserve symmetry, the V-cycle is constructed with a 

forward sweep of Gauss Seidel as a pre-smoother and a backward sweep of Gauss 

Seidel as a post-smoother. To solve the semidefinite problem the projection onto 

the null space is subtracted from the grid approximation before every pre-smoother 

and after every post-smoother. More discussion of MG-CG can be found in [29]. The

Lg =  w. (6.8)
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choice of using V-cycles to apply L* makes it necessary to use grids of size nx =  2P +  1. 

We will use the array operators Y* and Y defined in (6.6) and (6.7) to restrict and 

extend the array for our test problem as needed.

Cost

We will focus our discussion of cost in terms of flops.

D efin ition  6.1 A flop is an elementary scalar floating point operation on a pair of 

real numbers: a  +  /3, a  — /3, a / /3, ox a  * /3, where a, /? E  R

Sometimes the flop counts will be given with just the higher order terms. For example, 

if an algorithm is classified as costing |n 2 flops then it is implied that the cost is 

(§n2 +  O (n)) flops.

The first preconditioning algorithm we presented, Algorithm 3.1, corresponds 

to circulant preconditioning. The cost of implementing a two dimensional FFT on a 

nx x nx array is 0 (n x Iog(Ua)) flops [5]. Recall that for the matrix-vector products 

involving T, and the Algorithm 3.1, employ FFT’s of arrays that are of size 2nx x 2nx. 

Thus, the cost to build the preconditioner is also 0 (n 2 log(nz)) flops. The number of 

flops that are required for Algorithm 3.1 is on the order of C>(n2 Iog(Tix)). The matrix 

vector products involving T, (3.12), will also require (9(n2 log(nx)) flops.

In the case of two-level preconditioning we will make two comparisons. The 

first comparison comes from varying the type of coarse grid basis elements. We will 

contrast the cost between choosing piecewise constant basis elements with the choice 

of piecewise linear basis elements. The second comparison involves the choice of 

regularization matrix.
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Table I: The computational costs, in flops, for the multilevel grid transfers involving 
<3>. Note the expression for mp is given in (6.9) with p being the number restrictions 
it takes to get to the coarse grid.______________________________

Piecewise constant Piecewise linear
<E>*r I IlTOp
<f>v 4mp ISmp

9mp 21mp

The main difference in computational cost between using piecewise constant 

and piecewise linear basis elements occurs in the computations that involve $ . In 

the previous section we established that these computations can be done using nested 

multigrid operations. Here we will consider the case when piecewise constant coarse 

grid basis elements are used. If we denote p as the number of restrictions (or prolon

gations) in the nested sequence then the size of the coarse grid becomes N  =  (7 ^ ) ■ 

Part of the calculation, when computing the total cost, involves a finite geometric 

sum,

TOp (6.9)

that adds up the computational cost for each level in the nested sequence. Since p is
n2

a positive integer it follows that mp < . For piecewise constant coarse grid basis

elements the expression in (6:9) is an exact way for computing the cost over all levels. 

Moreover, (6.9) is a good approximation for the cost involved with using piecewise 

linear coarse grid basis elements. Table I shows the approximate computational costs 

for the matrix-vector products involving $ .

Table 2 displays a summary of the different matrix computations for the two- 

level preconditioners when using a positive definite regularization matrix. This table 

displays the count of the more costly operations that are involved per CG iteration. 

The matrix L is sparse for each of the different regularization schemes from Chapter
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Table 2: Matrix computations per CG iteration for each of the two-level precondi-
tioners when using a positive definite regularization matrix.

Matrix Additive Schwarz Multiplicative Schwarz Schur Complement CG
T I 3 2

L - 1 I I I
An1 I 2 I
G -1 I I O

0 I 3 I
$* I 3 I

Table 3: Matrix computations per CG iteration for each of the two-level precondi-
tioners when using a positive semidefinite regularization matrix.

Matrix Additive Schwarz Multiplicative Schwarz Schur Complement CG
T .1 3 2
P I I I

An1 I 2 I
G~l I I I

$  0 I I 2 I I I
<i>* 0* I I 2 I I I

2. As a result, the matrix-vector products involving L have a cost of 0 (n l)  flops. 

When L is SPD, we use the Cholesky factorization to invert L. The goal of Cholesky 

factorization is to find a factor R  that is lower triangular and L =  RR*.. Taking 

advantage of the banded structure of L permits the Cholesky factorization in 0{n^) 

flops. The cost to solve the system, RR*y: =  r, using forward elimination followed by 

backward substitution is 0 {n \)  flops.

Recall, from Chapter 5, that the positive semidefinite regularization matrices 

required a change in implementation for the two-level preconditioners. Table 3 shows 

the corresponding change in matrix computations for each of the two-level algorithms. 

The multilevel prolongations and restrictions can still be accomplished by array oper
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ations. Grid operations similar to those used for $  and are used to apply 0  and 0* 

respectively. A key difference between the application of $  and © is the subtraction 

of the projection onto the null space of L that is incorporated into the computation 

of 0 .  The subtraction of the projection onto the null space requires 0{n^) flops.

The last computational cost issues involve the regularization matrices that are 

positive semidefinite. The discretization of the Laplacian with homogeneous Neu

mann boundary conditions has enough structure to compute via array opera

tions, however it involves entries from three different columns of L since it is not a 

BTTB matrix. The construction of the matrix that corresponds to the TV regular

ization operator requires 0{n^) flops. Moreover, this matrix is not necessarily BTTB. 

Since L does not have Toeplitz structure it is necessary to explicitly construct $  in 

order to compute The matrix $  can be built with Kronecker products and it

is a sparse n x N  matrix with N  «  n. The computation for G — ©*L© is done 

much the same way where the columns of 0  are used and the projection onto the null 

space of L is subtracted off. As was mentioned in the previous section, a semidefinite 

L requires the application of the pseudo-inverse of L to a vector. This computation is 

performed by using the MG-CG algorithm. One MG-CG iteration costs 0 (n l)  flops.

Results

One measure of performance that we will use is the relative solution error. The 

relative solution error is given by

error

where Ua is the solution to (6.5) and Û pprox

^hipprozll

I K H
is the approximate solution to (6.5) at the

I
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kth CG iteration. We will often refer to the relative solution error as just the solution 

error. The solution error will be used to illustrate.convergence results. In this section 

we will exhibit results for each of the regularization matrices presented in Chapter 

2. The values that we will use for the regularization parameter a  were values that 

yielded qualitatively good reconstructions. Consult [16] for a discussion on methods 

for choosing the value of a. For brevity we will use “SMS PCG” to denote symmetric 

multiplicative Schwarz PCG and “Schur CG” to denote Schur complement CG in the 

remainder of this section.

P ro b lem  6.1 Here we solve equation (6.5) with L =  I  (L2 regularization) and a. =  

2 x IO-13 . Figure 2 compares the convergence in solution error between the two-level 

preconditioners, circulant preconditioning, and CG without preconditioning. Notice 

that additive Schwarz PCG is not effective for this particular test problem and has 

convergence that is slower than plain CG. Hence, it will not be discussed in the 

subsequent problems. Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the number of coarse grid 

basis elements on two-level PCG convergence. This leads to the question of picking 

the optimal number of coarse grid basis elements. Using a large number of basis 

elements accelerates convergence, however, it also increases the computational cost of 

each CG iteration. Table 4 shows the results in flop count and number of CG iterations 

when varying the number of piecewise constant coarse grid basis elements. For the 

remainder of the chapter we will present the results for the number N  that minimizes 

computational cost. The last thing we will consider out of this problem is the cost 

of implementing the two-level algorithms with piecewise constant coarse grid basis 

elements compared to the cost of using piecewise linear coarse grid basis elements. 

Table 5 shows that for L2 regularization, the cost was lower when using piecewise 

constant basis elements than for the piecewise linear basis elements. Although the 

piecewise constant basis elements gave slower convergence, they were less costly to
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Figure 2: Performance of the different algorithms, showing relative solution error 
norm vs. iteration count. Pluses (+) represent additive Schwarz PCG; stars (*) 
represent plain CG; circles (o) represent circulant PCG; crosses (x) represent SMS 
PCG; and squares (□) represent Schur CG. The results are from L2 regularization 
with a  =  2 x IO-13. The two-level preconditioners were implemented with and 162 
piecewise constant coarse grid basis functions.
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Figure 3: Performance of two-level preconditioners with different number of piecewise 
constant coarse grid basis elements. The results are the solution error norm vs. 
iteration count for L2 regularization with a — 2 x IO""13. N  will denote the number 
of coarse grid basis elements. Crosses (x) represent SMS PCG with N  =  162; squares 
(□) represent Schur CG with N =  162; stars (*) represent SMS PCG with N  =  322; 
and diamonds (O) represent Schur CG with N  =  322.

Solution Error with L2 Regularization
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Table 4: Cost comparisons between the different algorithms using L2 regularization 
with o: =  2 x IO-13. N  denotes the number of piecewise constant coarse basis ele
ments that were used to implement the two-level preconditioners. The solution error 
stopping tolerance was 10~9._______ ________________ _________

• Algorithm. • #  of Iterations Cost
CG 183 2.7e+10

Circulant PCG 37 7.3e+09
SMS PCG

N #  of Iterations Cost
82 62 1.5e+10
162 19 4.9e+09
322 9 8.7e+09

Schur CG
82 62 1.2e+10
162 20 3.9e-|-09
32% 10 5.4e+09

use per CG iteration than the piecewise linear basis elements.

Problem  6.2 For this problem the regularization matrix L is the discretized neg

ative Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and a  =  IO-12 . 

The convergence results are similar to Problem 6.1 [37]. For this test problem it is 

difficult to visually distinguish between reconstructions after a few iterations where 

the solution error is IO"3 compared to the reconstructions after many iterations when 

the solution error is smaller than IO"9. Table 6 shows the cost and the number of 

CG iterations to yield a reconstruction with solution error smaller than IO"3. These 

reconstruction are suitable for observation purposes. However, we will present results 

that correspond to a reconstruction with solution error smaller than IO"9 to better 

illustrate the asymptotic convergence and the computational differences between the 

algorithms. Table 7 displays the cost and number of CG iterations involved in a 

reconstruction that has a solution error smaller than IO"9.
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Table 5: Cost comparisons between using piecewise linear and piecewise constant basis 
elements using L2 regularization with a  =  2 x IO-13. N  will denote the number of 
coarse grid basis elements. In the case of piecewise constant basis elements N  =  162 
and for the case of piecewise linear basis elements N  =  312. The solution error 
stopping tolerance was 10~9. ___________________________________

SMS PCG
Piecewise constant Piecewise linear

#  of Iterations Cost #  of Iterations Cost
19 4.9e+09 . 13 1.8e+10

Schur CG
#  of Iterations Cost #  of Iterations Cost

20 3.9e+09 14 1.2e+10

Table 6: Cost comparisons between the different algorithms using the discretized neg
ative Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions where a  =  IO-12. 
The two-level preconditioners where implemented using SI2 piecewise linear basis 
elements. The solution error stopping tolerance was 10~3

Algorithm #  of Iterations Cost
.CG 68 9.9e+09

Circulant PCG 12 2.4e+09
SMS PCG 4 5.96+09
Schur CG 4 4.3e+09

Table 7: This is the same cost comparison as in Table 6, except the solution error 
stopping tolerance is 10~9. _________________.______ ______ _

■ Algorithm #  of Iterations Cost
CG 189 2.7e+10

Circulant PCG 36 7.1e+09
SMS PCG 13 1.9e+10

Schur complement CG 15 1.4e+10
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Table 8: Cost comparisons between the different algorithms using the discrete neg
ative Laplacian with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions where a  =  IO-12. 
The two-level preconditioners where implemented using 152 piecewise linear coarse 
grid basis elements. The solution error stopping tolerance was 10~9.

Algorithm #  of Iterations Cost
GG 193 2.8e+10

Circulant PCG 49 9.6e+09
■ SMS PCG . 35 I .le-l-10

Schur CG 34 I .le-l-10

Problem  6.3 This problem uses the discrete negative Laplacian with homogeneous 

Neumann boundary conditions as the regularization matrix L with a  =' IO""12 . Recall 

that this is a semidehnite regularization matrix. Thus, the two-level preconditioners 

will employ Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2. Table 8 displays the cost and the number of CG 

iterations for a reconstruction that, has solution error smaller that IO-9 . For more 

convergence results we refer to [38].

Problem  6.4 Total variation regularization is applied in this last problem where a  =  

IO-13 and f5 — .1. Recall that this yields a regularization matrix that is semidehnite. 

To illustrate the performance of the preconditioners only one fixed point iteration will 

be presented. In this case we will use the true image u  =  Utrue in (2.35) to construct 

the matrix L. Table 9 shows the results for solving the resulting system (6.5).

Summary

In each of the problems the convergence rate for the two-level preconditioners varied 

with N , the number of coarse grid basis elements. With a small N  the convergence
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Table 9: Cost comparisons between the different algorithms using TV regularization 
with a  =  10“13 and /3 =  .1. The two-level preconditioners where implemented using 
152 piecewise linear coarse grid basis elements. The solution error stopping tolerance 
was IO-9 .

Algorithm #  of Iterations' Cost
CG 191 3.7e+10

Circulant PCG 49 9:7e+09
SMS PCG 35 1.2e+10
Schur CG 33 1.2e+10

rate was low, but the rate increased with an increase in N; see Table 4. Moreover, by 

using a large enough N  the Schur complement conjugate gradient algorithm (Schur 

CG) and the symmetric multiplicative Schwarz preconditioned conjugate gradient 

algorithm (SMS PCG) will both converge more rapidly than circulant PCG.

Circulant preconditioning offers a low computational cost in implementation.. 

However, it must be noted that in Problem 6.1 it was possible to use the two-level 

preconditioners at a lower computational cost than for the circulant preconditioner. 

In Chapter I it was mentioned that circulant preconditioners are. efficient at pre

conditioning Toeplitz systems. The development of the two-level preconditioners in 

Chapters 4 and 5 does not rely on any Toeplitz structure. Thus, two-level precondi

tioners are not as restrictive in the type of problems that they can be applied to.

When comparing Schur CG with SMS PCG the former has a few distinct ad

vantages. In early iterations the Schur CG method had smaller solution errors as 

evident in Figures 2 and 3. Schur CG also required lower computational cost to 

implement in the case of Problems 6.1 and 6.2. For the semidefinite operators the 

computational cost to implement Schur CG was quite similar to that of SMS PCG. 

One reason the two methods were closer in computational cost is the change in the
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use of the matrix operators that is evident in Table 3. Figure 4 explains why Schur

10"

10 '

IO"1 

10-3 

to"

IO1 

10"  

to' 

to"

10- 

IO-
0 5 1 0 15 20 25 30

CG Iterations

Figure 4: The effect of approximating on the convergence of Schur CG with a 
semidehnite L. The results given are normalized residuals vs. CG iteration counts. 
The regularization is with the discrete negative Laplacian with homogeneous Neu
mann boundary conditions with a  =  5 x IO-12 and with 152 piecewise linear coarse 
grid basis elements. Circles (o) represent 2 MG-CG iterations per PCG iteration; 
Stars (*) represent 5 MG-CG iterations per PCG iteration; and pluses (+) denote 10 
MG-CG iterations per PCG iteration.

Normalized Residuals for Problem 6.3

complement CG is comparatively more costly to implement with semidehnite regular

ization. Schur CG demands an accurate approximation of the matrix-vector products 

involving Lt . This demand translates into several (8-10) iterations of multigrid con

jugate gradient (MG-CG) to maintain convergence of the algorithm. On the other 

hand, symmetric multiplicative Schwarz PCG requires only one iteration of MG-CG 

to maintain convergence.
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